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"Location-Based Services provides a comprehensive sweep through an exciting new area of computing. It's a detailed and powerful primer for understanding the deployment of LBS." 
- Xavier Lopez, Director, Spatial, Location, and Network Technologies, Oracle Corporation

"Location-Based Services gives a comprehensive panorama of a multi-disciplinary field.  It is an excellent source of information for practitioners and researchers who are facing the numerous technological challenges raised by location-based services."
- Serge Abiteboul, Senior Researcher, INRIA and Scientific Advisor, Xyleme

Location-based services (LBS) are a new concept integrating a users geographic location with the general notion of services, such as dialing an emergency number from a cell phone or using a navigation system in a car. Incorporating both mobile communication and spatial data, these applications represent a novel challenge both conceptually and technically. 

The purpose of this book is to describe, in an accessible fashion, the various concepts underlying mobile location-based services.  These range from general application-related ideas to technical aspects. Each chapter starts with a high level of abstraction and drills down to the technical details. Contributors examine each application from all necessary perspectives, namely, requirements, services, data, and scalability. An illustrative example begins early in the book and runs throughout, serving as a reference.

Features:
· This book defines the LBS field and identifies its capabilities, challenges, and technologies.
· The contributors are recognized experts from academia and industry.
· Coverage includes navigation systems, middleware, interoperability, standards, and mobile communications.
· A sample application, the find-friend application, is used throughout the book to integrate the concepts discussed in each chapter.     

       About the Author
     Agnès Voisard is Assistant Professor of Computer Science at the Free University of Berlin and a System Architect at Kivera, Inc. Her research interests include data models for geographic and environmental information systems, interoperability in information systems, and navigation systems.
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MacBook Pro Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Learn the skills, tools and shortcuts you need in order to make the most of your MacBook Pro


	This easy-to-use, compact guide skips the fluff and gets right to the essentials so that you can maximize all the latest features of the MacBook Pro. Packed with savvy insights and tips on key tools and shortcuts, this handy book...
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The Structure and Properties of Color Spaces and the Representation of Color ImagesMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2009
This lecture describes the author's approach to the representation of color spaces and their use for color image processing. The lecture starts with a precise formulation of the space of physical stimuli (light). The model includes both continuous spectra and monochromatic spectra in the form of Dirac deltas. The spectral densities are considered...
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UDDI: Building Registry-based Web Services SolutionsPrentice Hall, 2002
UDDI: Building Web-based Web Services Solutions is a start-to-finish guide to using UDDI in real-world Web services. Naresh Apte and Toral Mehta begin with the fundamentals of business registries and Web services ecosystems. Then, using realistic case studies and example code, they illuminate every facet of...
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The Technical and Social History of Software EngineeringAddison Wesley, 2013



	“Capers Jones has accumulated the most comprehensive data on every aspect of software engineering, and has performed the most scientific analysis on this data. Now, Capers performs yet another invaluable service to our industry, by documenting, for the first time, its long and fascinating history....
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Embedded Systems Handbook, Second Edition: Networked Embedded Systems (Industrial Information Technology)CRC Press, 2009
Considered a standard industry resource, the Embedded Systems Handbook provided researchers and technicians with the authoritative information needed to launch a wealth of diverse applications, including those in automotive electronics, industrial automated systems, and building automation and control. Now a new resource is required to...
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Family Firms: Case Studies on the Management of Growth, Decline, and TransitionSpringer, 2012

	'This is the third in a series of casebooks on issues faced by families owning and managing a business. This volume focuses on the management of growth, decline, and transition in such firms. These cases are clustered together because family firms grow, decline, and grow again, often transforming themselves several times in the course of...
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